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Recurrent Dislocation of the Ankle
Recurrent dislocation is frequently due to

rupture of the external lateral ligament of the
ankle joint. Diagnosis is confirmed by X-ray of
the ankle in full inversion after the injection of
novocaine into the region of the external lateral
ligament. (See X-ray No. I7.)
The writer has devised an operation for the

repair of this ruptured ligament. The Peronaeus
Longus tendon is split longitudinally from above
downwards and left attached at the lower end of
the wound. The free half of the tendon is threaded
through the external malleolus and the os calcis
and sutured back on itself. (See diagram No. 3.)

BOOK REVIEWS
PHYSICAL MEDICINE IN GENERAL PRACTICE
Published by Dr. WILLIAM BIERMAN. Medical Books.

Price 37s.
It is a little difficult for me to entirely comprehend

for which type of practitioner this book is written, although
it is dedicated to the practitioner in general practice in the
United States of America, certainly no practitioner in this
country could deal with the many technical problems
raised in this book, whereas from a physical medicine
specialist's point of view the book is very unbalanced.
There is very little detail about electrical apparatus.
There is too much on experimental pathology, yet not
enough on the actual mechanical details of giving physical
treatment. The chapter on massage is extremely sketchily
done. The illustrations throughout the book are ex-
tremely mediocre and disappointing and there is a marked
absence of pictures illustrating electrical apparatus. The
chapters on the Application of Physical Medicine to the
Various Systems and Diseases is very helpful, but is hardly
full enough.

TEXTBOOK OF MEDICINE
7th edition

Edited by J. J. CONYBEARE, M.C., D.M., F.R.C.P. Living-
stone. Pp. I,I64. Price 30s.
A textbook which has reached its seventh edition in

sixteen years neither needs the reviewer's praise nor fears
his criticism. Its success is assured, and the chief function
of the reviewer is to suggest any further improvements
that might be introduced in the future.
Among the duties of every teacher is that of advising

his students as to the textbooks they should buy, and this
is ever a difficult problem. One common suggestion is
the purchase initially of a "smaller" textbook-within
which class "Conybeare" is usually included-followed
later by a larger book, or by a number of books devoted
to individual systems. It is far from certain that this
is good advice; indeed, there is a real danger that under-
graduates may read too deeply in systematic medicine.
Nevertheless, there is certainly great need for a basic book,
containing neither too little nor too much for the average
student's needs. "Conybeare" goes far towards meeting
this requirement, although with a little judicious pruning,
or the introduction of some system of type distinction
separating the essential from the non-essential, it would
approximate still more closely to' the ideal.
An alternative approach would be to include an intro-

ductory note on the reading of systematic medicine.
Using this particular book, the student might be advised

to read certain small sections as eaily as possible-for
example the first fifteen pages of Renal Diseases and the
first fifteen pages of Nervous System. Thereafter, for
a considerable period, he should read diseases only as he
sees them clinically, and it is convenient to tick them off
in the contents as they are read; full tabulated contents,
as printed in this book, are ideal for this purpose. When at
last the time comes to systematise his work, the bulk of
the ground has already been covered. Some printing
distinction might well be made in the contents to indicate
which sections must be studied, irrespective of whether
they have been encountered clinically or not, and which
sections are included for the sake of completeness.
The special features of "Conybeare," as compared with

its contemporaries, are that it is a comparatively compact
and elementary account of the subject, although it is
completely adequate for all ordinary examination and
practice requirements. It is particularly to be recom-
mended to those who prefer the narrative to the tabulative
style.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCH[OTH. RAPY
5th edition

By WILLIAM BROWN. Edward Arnold & Co., London.
1944. Price 14S.
The fifth edition of this popular classic by the Wilde

Reader in Mental Philosophy and Director of the Institute
of Experimental Psychology in the University of Oxford,
the last edition of which was published in I940 and re-
printed a year later, contains two new chapters. In
Chapter xi the author maintains that in all normal people
the sexual instinct can be adequately controlled without
the slightest danger to health. Chapter xvii, "The Psy-
chology of Modern Germany," all the more valuable as
coming from one who knew the old Germany and realised
how great was her intellectual and artistic contribution
to modern civilisation, should be read by politicians,
legislators, historians, educationists, and social workers.
Hitler is described in a penetrating study as the greatest
paranoiac in history, or at least the most paranoid ruler
of modern times. In the last chapter the problems and
findings of psychical research are fascinatingly and
sympathetically discussed.
Those who do not always agree with the views expressed

by the author will, nevertheless, find this monograph
intensely readable throughout, delighting in its elegant,
lucid, forceful style.
Could not Dr. Brown be persuaded in the next edition

to add a new chapter on Courage ?

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF SEPSIS IN GUNSHOT
WOUNDS

By A. V. MELNIKOV. Medical Publications Ltd., I945.
Price 15s.
This monograph by Col. A. V. Melnikov, Consulting

Surgeon, Red Army Medical Services, will be welcomed
by many British surgeons, though the translation from
the Russian original of I943 is somewhat too literal and
tends to be cumbersome. The first 72 pages describe
general facts concerning sepsis, while the remaining
103 pages deal with the individual organs and tissues, and
with surgical, medicinal, and other forms of treatment.
Sulphonamide therapy and blood transfusion are dis-
cussed in a page each, and vitamin treatment is dismissed
in 25 lines. Chapter xvi is devoted to peculiarities of
sepsis in relation to regional anatomy: pelvic wounds,
fractured femur, multiple arthritis of foot, etc. There
is no bibliography and no index, but the case-histories are
interesting and valuable.
The appearance of further monographs from the U.S.S.R.

in this series is looked forward to-in a happier translation,
it is hoped.
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